Fall in the workplace are the number one preventable loss type, and in public places, falls are far and away the leading cause of injury (RKM 218). More than one million people suffer from a slip, trip or fall injury each year, and more than 16,000 die as a result of falls, second only to automobiles as a cause of accidental death (NSC 8). However, falls are notoriously underreported, since accident rates are normally classified by injury type rather than cause of injury in workers’ compensation and National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS) statistics.

FALL CAUSATION

Four recognized factors affect slip/fall incidents: 1) walking surface; 2) footwear; 3) surface contaminants; and 4) gait dynamics (how people walk). The walking style of pedestrians is largely out of facility management’s control, as is footwear in operations that admit the public. However, employers can influence the type of shoes worn by employees in the workplace. Walking surface is universally important—any measures taken to control the presence of slippery contaminants on the walkway can have a major impact on injury rates.

The most-successful fall prevention programs address all three controllable factors. That is, slip-resistant shoes are specified, slip-resistant walking surfaces are installed, and the presence of contaminants is managed through good design, appropriate prevention strategies and prompt response measures.

English’s article, “Footwear Safety and Traction in the Workplace” primarily addressed footwear (23-26). This article examines the remaining two controllable components of slip/fall incidents: walkway surface slip resistance and contaminant control.

THE TRADITIONAL PROBLEM

Safety professionals have measured slip resistance in various ways over the years. Scientific literature has identified at least 70 different slipmeters (also known as “tribometers”) (English (1996) 3) developed since Hunter built the first tribometer at the National Bureau of Standards in 1929 (Hunter). Currently, at least eight different ASTM tribometer standards are on the books, with more in development.

Many of these standards do not agree, however, and many are of limited use in metering contaminated surfaces. Only two of these standards can be used reliably on wet or oily surfaces, and these are the only two recognized in ASTM F-13 standards (English 23+). Instruments subject to sticktion typically deliver unrealistically high slip-resistance readings on wet surfaces, sometimes producing results even higher than the same surface when metered dry.

Sticktion is caused by residence time, which is any delay between the instant of surface contact and the application of horizontal force. Tribometers that can reliably meter wet surfaces are able to avoid sticktion by applying the horizontal and normal forces simultaneously, thus having no residence time—and hence no sticktion (Brungraber).

CONTAMINANTS

The most-effective method of controlling slips and falls due to water and other contaminants is to preclude their presence. However, cleaning up slippery contaminants is not as effective as preventing their occurrence. Aside from immediate clean-up of spills, measures such as repairing leaks, capturing mist at its source, and modifying processes and
equipment to reduce the release of contaminants on walkways is optimal. If contaminants cannot be kept off the floor, management should consider methods for increasing traction.

When removing contaminants from walkway surfaces, methods that use agitation, such as deck brushes, are preferable to less-abrasive methods such as mopping. It can be difficult to properly clean a floor by mopping even when cleaning solvents are used properly.

Mopping has several other disadvantages, such as the tendency of cleaning personnel to neglect manufacturer specifications with regard to square footage covered. Workers often fill the bucket once and mop most or all of an area. This can result in the spread of contaminants to larger areas, which exacerbates, rather than minimizes, the problem.

Even when performed diligently, mopping may fail to agitate the surface sufficiently to remove many contaminants, especially spills that have remained on the surface for extended periods. This is made worse when the contaminated area is the starting point—thus providing a stronger concentration of dirt/grease to spread.

IDENTIFYING ACCIDENT PROBLEMS

With a large enough sample of loss experience to analyze, one can identify accident problems without the use of a tribometer. For example, suppose one is analyzing a large number of similar facilities, such as a chain of restaurants. Some have terrazzo floors, some have smooth quarry tile floors and some have abrasive quarry tile floors. In such cases, one can determine the degree of hazard by floor type. The first step is to identify the type of floor in each facility and track accidents by floor type and exposure.

Tracking Exposure

Determine the exposure basis for each floor type. For most operations, business activity indices can be used to quantify exposure. For example, restaurant operations would use activities such as transaction counts, unit sales or manhours to determine the exposure of people to fall hazards. Exposure is determined by multiplying the unit exposure by the number of units. For example, if the exposure unit is store receipts, it is fairly easy to track the number of falls per million dollars of sales or per million manhours.

Accident rate for each type of floor can readily reveal the extent of fall hazards for each operation. If 9.6 falls per million dollars of sales occur on terrazzo, 7.3 falls per million occur on smooth quarry tile and 4.7 per million occur on abrasive quarry tile, one can determine the degree of hazard for each floor type and prepare accident-reduction action plans.

Fine-Tuning The Analysis

Superior safety engineering results are based on world-class accident analysis. Unless the proper information concerning the circumstances of each fall has been collected, available data will not likely sup-
Effective fall prevention programs address walkway surface traction characteristics, contaminant control and, where possible, the type of footwear worn in the operation.

contributed to falls when pedestrians walked from those areas into waxed wood floor galleries. Sealing the stone flooring prevented the accumulation of dust on shoe soles, thus significantly reducing the potential for falls.

Footwear
Where footwear can be controlled, specific products should be comparatively tested in the actual work environment. This is an effective way to validate manufacturer claims. Shoes that are effective on kitchen grease may not perform as well in the presence of engine oil or glycerin. Consideration should also be given to the shoe’s ability to resist deterioration in the presence of contaminants as well as to its slip-resist characteristics.

ON THE USE OF SLIPMETERS
If accident analysis is of such value, why are tribometers needed? Several reasons can be cited.

• Little or no prior history. At times, loss history cannot be analyzed because such information is unknown or unavailable. Examples include new ventures, use of new flooring materials, poor prior accident reporting and investigation procedures, and the acquisition of new properties or business units.

• Accident investigation. Any factual investigation may, at some point, be scrutinized through the legal process of discovery (Sherman 37∗). Thus, all support for claims, including slip-resistance testing, must be as thorough and accurate as possible. Prompt testing of the area in question can provide strong evidence that the floor surface did not contribute to the accident.

• Evaluation of floor treatment/cleaning products and methods (English (1996) 81). Slip-resistance testing can provide a means to directly compare the relative effectiveness of current or proposed floor treatments, cleaning products and cleaning methods upon application and over time.

The systematic approach to selecting an effective floor treatment or to evaluate a cleaning regimen is a controlled evaluation. Finding the right product involves a process of elimination. Working with a professional enables one to document the steps that support a given floor treatment recommendation.

1) Develop a list of potential floor treatment products based on flooring type and use, and the appropriateness of the particular treatment.
2) Review application and maintenance requirements. Methods vary by type of treatment; some are easily applied by users while others require professionals. The facility must be able to accept the care, cleaning and maintenance requirements.
3) Apply and test products on a small sample of the given flooring to narrow the field. This is best performed by a professional trained and experienced in the use of the tribometer being used.
4) Conduct a 30-day trial of products that have performed best to this point. Monitor results by re-measuring slip resistance and heeding employee feedback. This will narrow the field to a short list of products, which should then be tested for an extended period (at least 90 days).

• Problem identification/prevention (Vidal 8512). To take corrective action, one must first know where problems exist. Slip-resistance testing can help identify problem conditions before they produce accidents. High-traffic locations, entrance/exit areas and areas where history indicates problems may exist should be assessed.

• Claims defense and documentation (Vidal 8513). Performing and documenting periodic slip testing on surfaces that may be subject to slip-and-fall claims as part of an ongoing prevention program can help minimize claim occurrences and costs. It can also demonstrate a good-faith effort to prevent fall accidents.

CONCLUSION
To achieve significant reductions in accidental losses, risk managers and safety professionals must identify loss problems through analysis, establish priorities and attack the worst problems first. Falls are the dominant controllable loss type in most types of businesses, whether the exposure is highest to employees, customers or both. Fall prevention programs must address walkway surface traction characteristics, contaminant control and, where possible, the type of footwear worn in the operation.

Floor traction properties can be measured with tribometers and shoe traction properties can be compared in hazardous environments. Selection of slip-resistant floor materials, finishes and footwear can have a significant impact on a company’s performance relative to overhead and budget. Safety practitioners whose results support the operation’s management objectives tend to be appreciated as valuable players on the management team.
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